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‘A Khushwant Singh short story is not flamboyant but modest, restrained, wellcrafted...Perhaps his greatest gift as a writer is a wonderful particularity of
description’—London Magazine Khushwant Singh first established his reputation
as a writer through the short story. His stories—wry, poignant, erotic and, above
all, human—bear testimony to Khushwant Singh’s remarkable range and his
ability to create an unforgettable PBI - World. Spanning over half a century, this
volume contains all the short stories Khushwant Singh has ever written, including
the delightfully tongue-in-cheek ‘The Maharani of Chootiapuram’, written in
2008. ‘Khushwant’s stories enthrall...[He has]an ability akin to that of Somerset
Maugham...the ability to entertain intelligently’—PBI - India Today ‘His stories are
better than [those of] any PBI - Indian writing in English—Times of PBI - India
‘The Collected Short Stories leaves the reader in a delightful, inebriated
trance’—Sunday Chronicle ‘He is not an ordinary short story writer...[Collected
Stories] is delightful reading’—Hindustan Times
Stuck-up Connie refuse to believe in the faraway tree, until Joe, Beth and Frannie
take her to the Land of Secrets and The Land of Treats! But then the tree starts
dying, and nobody knows what's wrong. How can they save the magical faraway
tree?
GENERAL FICTION (CHILDREN'S/YA). When Joe, Beth and Frannie climb up to
the top of the Faraway Tree, they meet Silky, Moon-Face and the Saucepan
Man. Their new friends show them an exciting secret - how to visit lots of strange
and magical lands, where they have many thrilling adventures. Ages 7+
The wishing-chair takes Peter and Mollie on lots of strange and wonderful
adventures. Visit the Land of Spells, the Snoogle's castle and a disapearing
island, meeting many different characters along the way! FEATURING THE
STORIES: The Adventures of the Wishing-Chair, The Wising-Chair Again, More
Wishing-Chair Stories
A beautiful new slipcase of the three original Magic Faraway Tree stories.
Introduce a new generation of children to these classic tales by celebrated author
Enid Blyton, with all-new illustrations by Deborah Allwright.
Join Mollie and Peter in this final magical Wishing-Chair adventure by the world's
best-loved storyteller Enid Blyton. Molie and Peter are home for half-term, and
the Wishing-Chair is ready to whisk them away to magical lands! They'll meet a
mysterious witch's cat, visit the Land of Wishes and even find gold at the end of
the rainbow. But best of all, a certain jolly somebody needs help delivering
presents - or Christmas might not happen! The stories in this book were originally
published in magazines between 1937 - 1952. This edition contains the classic
texts, except that the pixie character's name has been changed to Binky. Inside
illustrations are by Rene Cloke, and the cover is by Mark Beech.
The first story in the Magic Faraway Tree series by one of the world's most
popular children's authors, Enid Blyton.Joe, Beth and Frannie find the Enchanted
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Wood on the doorstep of their new home, and when they discover the Faraway
Tree it is the start of a wonderful series of magical adventures.Join them and
their friends Moonface, Saucepan Man and Silky the fairy as they discover which
new land is at the top of the Faraway Tree. Will it be the Land of Spells, the Land
of Treats, or the Land of Do-As-You-Please? This is the perfect story for bedtime
and shared reading for young children. Discover the magic!
Intended to stimulate appropriate patterns of clinical thought in medical students,
this guide tackles important medical and surgical topics from a problemorientated angle, using case scenarios which encourage critical thinking and
problem-solving.
A stunning full-colour hardback deluxe edition of the third magical story in the
Magic Faraway Tree series. When Joe, Beth and Frannie move to a new home,
an Enchanted Wood is on their doorstep. And when they discover the Faraway
Tree, that is the beginning of many magical adventures! Join them and their
friends -Moonface, Saucepan Man and Silky the fairy as they discover which new
land is at the top of the Faraway Tree. Will it be the Land of Spells, the Land of
Treats, or the Land of Do-As-You-Please? 'This should be on every child's
bookshelf' -Junior Design Awards on The Magic Faraway Tree. A classic and
bestselling gift book edition that every child should read. Look out for The
Enchanted Wood and The Magic Faraway Tree.
When the Land of Do-As-You-Please arrives at the top of the Faraway Tree, it
gets everyone thinking about the things they most want to try. Joe would love to
have a go at driving a train, while Frannie wishes for an elephant ride!A classic
tale from the Faraway Tree with exciting new full-colour illustrations from Alex
Paterson.
In this story, Joe, Fran, Beth and the Faraway Folk climb up into the Land of
Spells. There they search for shining fire crystals and meet a strange and
powerful wizard called Mr Changeabout.
When an old friend, Connie, visits the children, she refuses to believe in The Faraway
Tree. But that won't stop Jow, Beth and Frannie from going! Together they climb
through the clouds at the top of the tree, visiting and Land of Treats and many more
wonderful places!
Snooty Connie refuses to believe in the Faraway Tree -- until Joe, Beth and Frannie
take her up the ladder, through the clouds and to the amazing Land of Secrets and the
Land of Treats! But then the tree starts dying, and nobody knows what's wrong. How
can they save the magical Faraway Tree?
Brer Rabbit will never learn! He loves to play jokes, tricks and set traps for his friends but once in a while, they beat him at his own game! .
The Land of Goodies has come to the top of the Faraway Tree, and it is the tastiest
place that Joe, Beth, Frannie, and Rick have ever been. There are ice-cream trees,
lollipop bushes, and fences made of marshmallow! A classic tale from the Faraway
Tree with exciting new full-colour illustrations from Alex Paterson.
A beautiful new slip-case of the 4 original Magic Faraway Tree stories: The Enchanted
Wood, The Magic Faraway Tree , The Folk of the Faraway Tree and Up The Faraway
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Tree.
A beautiful new slip-case of the three original Magic Faraway Tree stories: The
Enchanted Wood, The Magic Faraway Tree and The Folk of the Faraway Tree.
The ninth classic tale from Enid Blyton's magical Faraway Tree series, with exciting
new full-colour illustrations from Alex Paterson - perfect for new readers!In the Land of
Enchantments, everything shines and shimmers and moves. But its full of witches,
enchanters and goblins, and some not very nice spells!The Magic Faraway Tree has
been entertaining readers for more than 75 years. Now these colour short stories offer
a great way for a whole host of new younger readers to discover the adventures of
Silky, Moon-Face, the Saucepan Man and all of their friends in the Enchanted Wood.
The perfect gift for Blyton fans and new readers! A classic short tale from Enid Blyton's
Magic Faraway Tree series, with fun and stunning new full-colour illustrations from Alex
Paterson. Beth, Joe, Frannie and Rick thought they had had quite enough of
adventures, but soon go up the Faraway Tree again and find themselves in the Land of
Dreams. The dastardly Sandman makes them fall asleep and Silky has to find a way to
get them home in one piece! Along the way, they encounter muffins that turn into
kittens, a bus that turns into a plane and a boat, and lots more...
The Folk of the Faraway TreeBook 3Hachette UK
Stuck-up Connie refuses to believe in the Faraway Tree - until Joe, Beth and Frannie
take her to the Land of Secrets and the Land of Treats! But then the tree starts dying,
and nobody knows what's wrong. How can they save the magical Faraway Tree?
Discover a magical new worls with Moon-Face, Saucepan Man and Silky the Fairy.
The sky was once so close to the Earth that people cut parts of it to eat, but their waste
and greed caused the sky to move far away.
Meet Amelia Jane! She's a (mischievous) Strong Independent rag doll and she's about
to enchant a whole new generation of readers! And this big bumper edition contains
three Amelia Jane books in one - each a collection of classic fantastical short stories
from the world's best-loved children's author, Enid Blyton. Amelia Jane has an uncanny
knack for getting herself into mischief and into trouble with the rest of the toys in the
playroom - from snipping off pink rabbit's tail to hiding under a big pile of alphabet
blocks to scribbling on walls. But really, Amelia Jane has a brave and adventurous
heart of gold - and when the toys need rescuing, it's Amelia Jane to the rescue! Short,
entertaining and accessible stories make the Amelia Jane books perfect for bedtime
reading and for newly independent readers of five and upwards. A charming and fun
offering for grandparents and parents to share with the next generation of Blyton fans.
And this bumper edition of three books in one makes the perfect birthday, Christmas or
christening gift! Contained in this collection: Naughty Amelia Jane Amelia Jane is
Naughty Again Amelia Jane Gets into Trouble
The third book in the magical Faraway Tree series by one of the world's most popular
children's authors, Enid Blyton. The mischievious Connie comes to enjoy a few days
with Joe, Beth and Frannie while her mother is sick. Connie refuses to believe in the
Faraway Tree or the magical folk who live in it, even when the Angry Pixie throws ink at
her! Join the children and their friends Moonface, Saucepan Man and Silky the fairy as
they discover which new land is at the top of the Faraway Tree. Will it be the Land of
Spells, the Land of Treats, or the Land of Do-As-You-Please? Come on an amazing
adventure! First published in 1946, this edition contains the original text. Inside
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illustrations are by Jan McCafferty, and the cover by Mark Beech (2014).
The fourth book in the magical Faraway Tree series by one of the world's most popular
children's authors, Enid Blyton. Joe, Beth and Frannie are joined by Robin and Joy, two
children who have read all about the magic Faraway Tree and The Enchanted Wood.
Join the children and their friends Moonface, Saucepan Man and Silky the fairy as they
discover which new land is at the top of the Faraway Tree. Will it be the Land of Spells,
the Land of Treats, or the Land of Do-As-You-Please? Come on an amazing adventure!
First published in 1951, this edition contains the original text. Inside illustrations are by
Jan McCafferty, and the cover by Mark Beech (2014).
The first magical story in the Faraway Tree series by one of the world's most popular
children's authors, Enid Blyton. Joe, Beth and Frannie find the Enchanted Wood on the
doorstep of their new home, and when they discover the Faraway Tree they fall into all
sorts of adventures! Join them and their friends Moonface, Saucepan Man and Silky the
fairy as they discover which new land is at the top of the Faraway Tree. Will it be the
Land of Spells, the Land of Treats, or the Land of Do-As-You-Please? Come on an
amazing adventure! First published in 1939, this edition contains the original text. Inside
illustrations are by Jan McCafferty, and the cover by Mark Beech (2014).
Fly away to magical lands with Peter and Mollie in the second adventure in Enid
Blyton's best-loved series! Perfect for children aged 5 and up. Mollie and Peter are
home for the summer holidays, and they long to see their pixie friend Binky and their
magic Wishing-Chair. They can't wait for lots of new and exciting adventures, but then
the Wishing-Chair is stolen by some very cheeky characters. Whatever will the children
do? First published in 1950, this edition contains the classic text, except that the pixie
character's name has been changed to Binky. Inside illustrations are by Rene Cloke,
and the cover is by Mark Beech.
The perfect gift for Blyton fans and new readers! A classic short tale from Enid Blyton's
Magic Faraway Tree series with fun and stunning new full-colour illustrations from Alex
Paterson Joe, Beth, Frannie and cousin Rick go up the Faraway Tree for another
fantastical adventure! This time, they reach the Land of Toys, where teddy bears, dolls
and clockwork toys run around all day long. Poor Saucepan-Man gets thrown in prison
by some toy soldiers and the children must rescue him before it's too late... The
magical Faraway Tree has been entertaining readers for more than 75 years. Now
these colour short stories offer a great way for a whole host of new young readers to
discover the adventures of Silky, Moon-Face, the Saucepan Man and all of their friends
in the Enchanted Wood. Enid Blyton was born in East Dulwich, South London, in 1897.
She wrote over six hundred books in her lifetime, including many of the 20th century's
most popular children's series. Some of her best-known works include the Famous
Five, the Secret Seven, Malory Towers, The Magic Faraway Tree, The Wishing Chair
and Noddy. Enid Blyton died in 1968 but remains one of the world's best-loved
storytellers and is consistently voted a children's favourite in reader polls
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